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Several hypotheses have been advanced to explain the unusually

large accumulation of excess reserves in the 1930s. One of these hypotheses

is the theory of the inertia effect advanced by Morrison; this model has

as its central tenet the notion that a bank's demand for cash reserves

1/
varies inversely with its expected or forecast cash inflow./ This

paper explores for this type of static partial equilibrium model the

implications of the notion that expectations of commercial banks are

formed rationally in the sense of Muth./2 The imposition of ration-

ality both reduces the stringency of the assumptions necessary for

application of the basic model to aggregate data and delivers several

empirically testable restrictions on the model.

The model we will consider differs slightly from the one Morrison

proposed, although it is one which captures the essential ingredients of

his model. Basically, the model is a simple one-period inventory model

in which an individual bank acts to minimize its expected losses (or to

maximize its expected profits) in the face of both uncertain cash flows

and legal reserve requirements. A single bank is presumed to hold only

two types of assets--noninterest-bearing cash and fixed interest-bearing

"loans" (securities)--and to issue three types of liabilities--noninterest-

bearing demand deposits, fixed interest-bearing short-term debt, and

equities. In this model, expected loss each period is a function of the

interest cost of holding cash plus the expected transactions costs

associated with meeting its end of period reserve requirements. These

expected transactions (or penalty) costs arise from the possibility of

cash drains occuring during the period which leave the bank's cash

position short of that necessary to meet its legal reserve requirements./3

Minimization of the expected loss function results in a demand for
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excess reserves which is a function of the short-term rate of interest,

the transactions or penalty costs, and the parameters of the distribution

of changes in the bank's excess reserve position resulting from the

random actions of depositors. Thus, the resulting demand for excess

reserves is given by:

x = f(r, g, P, 2 )

where x represents excess reserves, g is the proxy for the relevant

transactions costs, p is the mean of the distribution of the cash flows,

and a2 represents some measure of the variance of the distribution of

cash flows.

In Morrison's framework, p actually represents the banks

expected or forecast cash inflow over the period. The central hypothesis

in his model is that a bank's demand for cash varies inversely with this

expected inflow; e.g., if the expected inflow is small or negative, the

amount of cash held to protect against the expected cash drain will

increase. Morrison gives empirical content to this notion of expected

cash inflow by considering a variable he terms transitory deposit potential.

Deposit potential is defined as the ratio of total reserves to the

average required reserve ratio, and thus it supposedly takes into account

the interdependence between total and required reserves. Transitory

potential deposits are then the difference between current actual deposit

potential and the bank's expected long-run or permanent deposit potential.

When transitory potential deposits are high, expected cash inflow is

low, and vice-versa. Thus Morrison hypothesizes that excess reserves

vary directly with transitory potential deposits. In his model we then

have a bank's demand for excess reserves pe (expressed as a percentage
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of net deposits subject to reserve requirements) as a function of the

short-term interest rate r, the federal reserve discount rate rd (used

as the penalty cost variable), the yield spread P between corporate

bonds of different grade (used as a proxy for variations in default risk

on earning assets), and transitory potential deposits q (expressed as a

percentage of expected potential deposits). Thus,

Pe = f(r, r d , P, q).

Morrison invokes the standard mechanism of expressing the demand function

for cash in terms of ratios independent of nominal cash levels. This

homogeneity assumption puts the demand function for cash in the usual

form associated with the modern quantity theory. The model we are

considering, therefore, differs from Morrison's expression in that our

formulation expresses a relationship between the level of excess reserves

and the level of net deposits subject to reserve requirements. Most of

the empirical tests will be conducted twice, however--once using the

levels of deposits and once using the created deposit potential series.

In addition, Morrison found that for the periods in which we are interested,

neither the discount rate nor the yield spread on corporate bonds were

significant in explaining reserves; indeed, he dropped the discount rate

entirely from the final form of his estimated equations. We will drop

both variables from the equation itself; they will, however, enter the

empirical work in a manner to be indicated below.

To facilitate the analysis, we define the following variables:

xit = excess reserves

d. = net deposits subject to reserve requirements
it

I
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c = total reserves
it

k = average required reserve ratio at time t

C.
it

dpit k = deposit potential

tdpit+l = expected (permanent) deposit potential at time t

tdit+l = expected (permanent) deposits at time t
t it+l

tdpi t = dpit-tdpit+l = transitory deposit potential

td. = d - d. = transitory deposits

it it t it+l

where for each variable without a caret the subscript i refers to the

ith bank and the subscript t refers to the tth period. The variables

with carets are forecast variables, the preceding subscript indicating

the period during which the forecast is made and the second following

subscript indicating the period for which the forecast is made.

For an individual bank at time t, excess reserves are a linear

function of rt and tdit, i.e.,

(1) x. = .r + 8(d. - d ) + i = ai r + Bidti + itit i t it tit+l it it i it it

where the sequence cit, i=l, ... , N represents serially independent

mutually uncorrelated random terms with mean 0 and finite variance.

Tests of the hypothesis hinge critically on the specification

of an expectations mechanism by which banks form their forecasts of

expected or permanent deposits; Morrison employed the adaptive expecta-

tions framework of Cagan and Friedman. According to this notion, the

expected or permanent level of deposits is revised at a rate which is

proportional to the difference between actual deposits at time t and

expected deposits, i.e.,
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Atdit+l bi ( d i t tdit+l)

Aside from a trend component, the resulting forecasting scheme for the

th
i bank is of the form

k d k6/
(2) d.+ = (l-X i ) O kd 6/

t It+l1lk-0 i it-k

We seek now to explore the implications for the behavior of an aggregated

class of banks of inclusion in a model like (1) of the notion that

forecasts of the expected or permanent levels of deposits for the ith

bank are optimal economic and statistical forecasts, based on the infor-

mation available at time t.



1. Aggregation Over a Class of Banks

The model posits behavior for an individual bank, but empirically

the goal is to examine the performance of the model for the aggregate

data we possess for aggregated classes of banks. Morrison employed the

not unusual technique of positing that an equation of exactly the same

form as (1) also describes the behavorial relationship for an aggregated

class of N banks, i.e.,

(3) x t = art + (Dt-D ) + t

Sar t + BTD t + Et

where x t represents aggregate excess reserves, Dt represents aggregate

deposits, Et is an aggregated disturbance term with mean 0 and finite

variance, tDt+l represents the forecast of the permanent or expected

level of aggregate deposits at time t+l based on information available

at time t, and TDt is aggregate transitory deposits. In addition, this

forecast is formed using aggregate data in a manner identical to that

used by an individual bank to forecast its own permanent level of deposits:

k
(4) Dt+l= (l-) X k D

k= 0

Morrison correctly acknowledges the resulting aggregation bias intro-

7/duced in the estimation of (3) and (4) via this formulation,- but it is

interesting here to consider briefly the types of restrictions necessary

to yield (3) and (4) as appropriate aggregations of (1) and (2).

Rewriting (1) and summing over N banks, we have

N N N N N

(5a) x =  lair + Bid i - . di + E.it
i=l i= 1 i= 1 i= 1 i= 1

-6-
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which yields

N N

(5b) x = art + idit i tdit+ + t
i=l i=l

N N N

where x t = xt, a = i  and 6t = i t  Now consider that from

i=l i=1 i=l

(5b) and (3) we have

N

(7a) BDt = idit
i=l

and

N

(7b) BtDt+1 l Bi td it+ l '
i=1

From (7a) we have

N 1  N

D t d it wdit
i=1S i=1

which says that the aggregate deposit level is a weighted sum of individual

bank deposits. If deposits are simply nominal figures, it is difficult

to suggest a meaningful interpretation for the wi's. We may get around

this problem by using the perhaps somewhat restrictive assumption of

identical banks. This notion may be given content in one of two ways:
N

(a) by assuming 8. B=, i=1, ... , N, in which case D t  . dc, or (b)

i=l

by assuming that all banks face the identical distribution of deposit

flows and that each bank maintains a constant fraction 6i of aggregate

deposits, in which case

N

BDt = BisiDt
i=l

so that
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N

B - Bi i .

i=l1

A less restrictive assumption, and one which may be closer to

what people have in mind when aggregating, is that the coefficient Bi is

statistically uncorrelated with dit so that

N N N
-1

D = Bidit =N Bi ldit
i=l i= 1i=1

from which

N
-1 -

i=l

Now consider that we are requiring (2), (4), and (7b) to hold

simultaneously. From (7b)

N 3 N
t +1. wi t+ i t it+l

t t+l 1=1 t+l =1i=l i=l

so that the forecast of aggregate deposits next period is a weighted sum

of individual bank forecasts of their deposit levels. Using (4) and

(2), we have

kCON k

(8) D t+l k (l-X)X Dt-k Z (l-Xi) iwidit-k
k=O k=1i=l

Now, if we impose the notion of identical banks by assuming Bi =

i-1, ... , N so that wi is identically unity, then

0 N k

Dt1 = 7(1-hi )k it-k'
k=0i=l

For (4) to obtain we can assume that the weights (l-Xi) are statistically

uncorrelated with ditk so that

tDt+l = (1-X)X Dt-k -k
k=0 k=0
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where

N
-1 N k

Wk= N- (l-x)X
k 1 1

i=l

In this case it appears that Wk will decline geometrically as (4) requires.

If the notion of identical banks is imposed by assuming dit i= 6Dt for

all t, then

N k
D = VkDtk where Vk = (l-A)X.wi6..i

k=0 i=l

In this case, lim Vk 
= 0 but Vk does not decline geometrically unless

k->

we make the additional restrictive assumption either that Xi = X, i=l,

... , N, or that w.6. = constant. On the other hand, if we assume in (8)
1 1

that the weights (l-Xi)Xkwi are statistically uncorrelated with dit-k'

then

-1 N k
D = UD-where U = N (1-.) k.wi .

t t+l k=0 UkDtk k  i=1k=0 i=l

Again, lim Uk = D but Uk does not decline geometrically unless either w.

kk 8/

is constant (e.g., unity) or i , i=l, . N.-

In summary, it appears that the least restrictive set of

assumptions which yields the desired aggregation is that all N banks

respond identically to changes in their own transitory deposits, i.e.,

i = for iE[i, N], and that the geometric weights employed by each

individual bank in forming its forecast of its own level of permanent

deposits are uncorrelated with the past levels of own bank deposits.

The important point in all of this is not so much the particular set of

assumptions we choose to justify the aggregation but the observation

that such assumptions are necessary because each individual bank forms

its forecast based only on its own series of deposits. Each bank is
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totally ignorant of, or at the very least, doesn't 
care what is happening

to the other banks in its class and therefore 
takes no cognizance of the

pattern of aggregate deposits. The objective of the model, however, is

to explain the forecast of permanent aggregate deposits and, ultimately,

the way in which the aggregate level of excess 
reserves responds to

changes in aggregate deposit flows. 
Thus, it would seem that a desirable

feature to incorporate into the model would be the 
formulation of an

expectations mechanism for an individual 
bank which takes into account

the information contained in the aggregate 
data on which we have observa-

tions. Positing that banks' expectations of their permanent level of

deposits are rational provides such a vehicle which, in turn, yields a

somewhat less restrictive way of deriving 
the aggregate formulation.

Invoking rationality here means that the i t h bank's subjective

forecast of its expected or permanent level of deposits 
is equal to the

objective mathematical expectation 
of future deposit levels conditional

on the information appropriate to this forecast. For a single period

horizon, this amounts in (1) above to imposing the condition that

(9) t dt+1 E(dit+1 t ) = Etdit+l

where E is the mathematical expectation operator and t is the set of

information available at time t which economic theory implies is relevant

for forecasting future deposits. If the error in predicting dt+1 is

given by

= d - E(d it+ t)
it+1 it+1

then rationality implies that
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E(Sit+llet) = E[dit+1 -E(dit+tl
l e t ) e t ] = 0,

i.e., that it is impossible to predict the prediction error.

Under rationality (1) now becomes

(10) xit = irt i+ [dit-E(dit+ll + it

where Fit is a serially uncorrelated random term with mean 0 and finite
variance. Summing (10) over all N banks in the same class, we get

N N N N N

(11) L Xit rt~ ai +  i idit - E(dit+llt) + Eit'
i=1  i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1

or, assuming that 8i is statistically uncorrelated with dit and with

E(d i t + l l
t ) ' we have

N N

(12) x t = ar t + B dit B E(d i t + 1Iet) + Lt
i=1 i=l

N N N

here xt = Xit, = N 1 Xi, and et = cit. By virtue of the

i=1 i=l i=l

linearity of the expectation operator we see that

N N 9/

E(dit+1t) = E( dit+lHt) = E(Dt+l t) 9 /

i=l i=1

from which

(13a) xt = rt + BDt - tE(Dt+1 t t

or

(13b) xt = art + TDt +t

where TD represents aggregate transitory deposits.

Consider again equation (10). Under rationality it is conceivable

that x.t would itself be useful in predicting dit+l, i.e., xi t EB t . In
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general then we would not expect E(Eit0et) = 0. Indeed, if r t and dit

are also likely candidates for forecasting dit+1, then we would have,

for (x. , r dt. )E
it it t

E(cit Ot) = xit - -t i it iE(dit+ 1 8 t

Cit'

i.e., cit could be predicted exactly. Similarly, for {xit, dit, rtli=l,

... , N}Et, E(tl 8t) = Et, i.e., the aggregate disturbance is exactly

predictable. Under rationality then it does not seem permissable to

assume E(it Ot) = 0. We might consider the notion, however, that cit

is statistically independent of all components of 6t except xit so that

E[eitl(6t-xit)] = 0 where (6 -xit) represents all variables in 6t except

xit. Note that this assumption would imply that cit is statistically

independent of the current and past deposit levels of banks other than

the i t h bank, as long as those observations are included in 6 The

corresponding aggregate condition is thus E[EtI(0t-xt)] = 0.

Unfortunately, this assumption does not solve all of our

problems. In particular, r t and dit (hence rt and Dt) remain likely

candidates for use in forecasting dit+ 1 (or Dt+1 ). Equations (10) and

(13) represent behavorial relationships posited for commercial banks

and, in general, r t and Dt are endogenous variables determined simultan-

eously with x t (or their components dit and x.it). Thus we cannot in

general expect that E(Eitlr t , dit) = 0 or, alternatively, that E(E t r t '

Dt) = 0. Without this condition, however, estimates of equations like

(13) yield inconsistent estimates. This is a problem not uncommon in

empirical work but one which is often ignored. Imposing rationality

rather clearly demonstrates the importance of these difficulties.
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What we are left with, in order to further pursue the implica-

tions of rationality in this model, is one of two approaches. First, we

can assume that E[Etl(8t-xt)] = 0 and that E[Etlrt, Dt ] = 0. These

assumptions amount to assuming to r t and Dt (r t and dit) are exogenous

with respect to equations (13) (or equation (10)). To justify this

assumption it would really be appropriate to construct a complete macro-

economic model in which rt and Dt are determined independently of the

other determinants of banks' excess reserve positions. It may be possible

to construct such a model, but that attempt is not made here. Alternatively,

we might seek some sort of rule for the monetary authority to follow so

that random shocks to the excess reserve position of banks would be

followed by an action to offset any effects of that shock on the interest

rate or deposit flows. Such a rule is likely to be rather complicated

and its realism might be questioned.

A second approach might be to simply assume nonstochastic

relations, i.e., to posit that

(10') xit = i r t + Bi [dit-E(d i t+l t)

so that

(13a') x t = art + Dt - E(Dt+1 et)

and

(13b') x = art + BTD t

This approach is certainly even more restrictive than the first alternative,

and it is perhaps one against which many economists would have strong

priors. Nevertheless, it is a version of the model which is amenable to

the tests suggested below and, as such, remains a viable alternative.
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We proceed with the analysis by adopting the assumptions that

E[Eit ( xt-xit)] = 0 and (rt, ditli=l, ... , N)e6t so that E[Eit rt, dit] = 0.

Now suppose we take the mathematicl expectation of x t conditional on

some subset lt of the information set (et-xt). We then have E(xtllt)=

N N

E( xitl1t) =I E(xit8It). Using (12), E[xtl1et] = aE[rtllt] +

i=1 i=l

N N

BE [  ditllt] - E[I E(dit+llt) Iet ] + E[Etlj 1 t] or

i=l i=l

(14) E[xtIeIt] = aE[rtlit] + BE[DtIe I t ] - E[Dt+1 Ilt] + E[k t le].

The third term on the right side of (14) was derived from the line above

it by noting that

N N

E[ X E(dit+llet) 1t] = E[E(dit+lIet ) Ielt].

i=l i=l

Now lt Co - x t  t; it can be shown in this case for a random variable

that E[E(utl6t)10 1 t] = E[utj 1 t] .10/ Using this result, we then see

that the above becomes

N N

L E[dit+l 1 t] =E[ G dit+1 lt] = E[Dt+1 1eit].

i=l i=l

Thus we have used the assumptions that Bi is statistically

independent of the bank deposit levels and forecasts of bank permanent

deposits and that banks' forecasts are rational to derive, conditional

only on subsets of the relevant economic data, a testable relationship

between the aggregate level of excess reserves and the interest rate,

current aggregate deposits, and rational forecasts of next period's

aggregate permanent deposit level. In particular, suppose that 0 1t

consists only of the short-term rate of interest and current and past

aggregate deposits: 0 lt = [rt, Dt, Dt-1l ' .. , Dtk] - x t
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Then (14) implies that an unconstrained regression of x t on [rt, Dt, Dt-l'

... , Dtk] should be equal to art + BTDt, where TDt = Dt - E[Dt+l rt,

Dt, ... , Dt-k] , aggregate transitory deposits at time t. In deriving

this result we have used E[rtIr t , Dt, ... , Dt- k ] = r t and E[Dtlr t , Dt,

.. , Dtk] = Dt and our earlier assumptions on eit to give E[Et r t , Dt ,

N N

... ,Dt] = E[ itrt Dt, ... , D t-k = E[ iIrt, Dt, ... , Dt-k] = 0.

i=1 i=l

Thus we have a way of imposing at least one test on the notion of rationality

itself via comparison of the performance of an unconstrained regression

of xt on 0 lt with that of a regression of x t on rt and TDt. Note also

the important condition which has led to formulation of these tests:

individual banks need to forecast rationally only with respect to subsets

of all available data, i.e., the aggregate data on which we have observations.

Now note that (13b) is, apart from the exact form of the

expectations mechanism itself, Morrison's aggregate model. Morrison

employed the forecasting scheme (4); this method generally incorporates

restrictions on the weights in the distributed lag, usually taking the

form of a single restriction requiring the sum of the weights to equal

unity.11/ Imposition of such an arbitrary restriction is probably, in

general, not the appropriate restriction to impose and hence can be

expected to yield suboptimal forecasts. On the other hand, direct

substitution of (4) into (13b) would yield least squares estimates of

the coefficients a, BA, B(1-X), Bx(l-X ) 2
, .. ; B is thus not identifiable

with this scheme. Morrison employed a two-step procedure in an attempt

to determine the most appropriate weighting scheme for forecasting in

various periods and for estimating B. First, X was varied in (4) and

the resultant tDt+1 and TDt series were calculated and, second, a and B
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were estimated via least squares regression in (13b). The X and B which

maximized R2 were selected as best estimates.

In our case, imposing rationality yields some testable over-

identifying restrictions on 8. Equation (14) may be rewritten as

(15) E[xt rt, Dt, Dt-l' "...'' Dt-k] = art + Dt - E[Dt+ 1Irt, Dt'

Dt-1, ... , Dt-k] + E[etlrt , Dt , Dt-1, ... , Dt-k] .

Interpreting the conditional mathematical expectations here as earlier

as linear regressions on the conditioning variables, the left side of

(15) is simply

(16a) E[xtlrt, Dt Dt-1", .. Dt-k] a0rt + Dt + b1Dt-

... + bkDt-k
.

Imposing rationality here amounts to forecasting Dt+ 1 via a regression

on the above subset of conditioning variables, i.e.,

(16b) E[Dt+ljrt Dt, Dt, .. Dt-k] = d0r t + cDt + ct-

... + CkDt-k

Substituting (16b) into (15) gives

(16c) E[xtr t , D Dt, Dt-1,' "..., Dt-k] = (a-Bd 0 )rt + 0(1-c0)Dt

From (15) we may equate coefficients in (16a) and (16c) so that

BClDt-1...-BckDt-k'
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(17) a 0 = a - Bd0

b 0 = (1-c 0 )

b 1  -Bc 1

bk = -BCk

and B is obviously overdetermined. In general, we would not expect all

k+2 equalities in (17) to be simultaneously satisfied by the estimated

coefficients. Thus k of these equalities represent overidentifying

restrictions on B and these may be tested. Let HO be that the k equalities

B = -bl/c 1 = -b2/c 2 = .."'. = -bk/c k are all valid restrictions. H1 is

then that one or more of these is incorrect, i.e., is in some sense too

restrictive. The totally unconstrained regression in (16a) will yield

estimates of a0 , b0 , b 1 , ... , bk; the regression (16b) similarly provides

estimates of d O , c O , ... , ck. The series TDt may now be formed and a

least squares regression of x on r t and TD t gives the estimated coefficients

a and . Now with the estimates of do , c o , ... , ck, and ca and , we may

from (17) determine the values of a0 , b O , ... , bk implied by the restric-

tions on B; call these restricted coefficients a O , b O , ... , b k . Now

the sum of squared residuals from the regression of x t on rt and TD t is

that appropriate the imposition of all k+2 restrictions in (17). Using

the original estimates of bl , ... , b k from (16a) plus the estimates a0

and b0 to calculate predictions of x t will then give us a sum of squared

residuals appropriate when only the first two restrictions in (17) are

imposed. The test statistic is then the ratio of the difference between

these sums of squared residuals to the sum of squared residuals appropriate

to the partially constrained regression, the ratio being corrected for
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degree of freedom. The test statistic will be distributed as F(k, T-k-2),

where T = sample size. Note that, in view of our earlier discussion, in

order to derive consistent estimates of a and B, we really ought to use

the method of instrumental variables, substituting predicted values of

rt and Dt from a first-stage regression into the regression of xt on rt

and the constructed TDt series. Thus, if rt and Dt are the predicted

values from a first-stage regression, then a and are the estimates

from the regression

x = ar + B[Dt-E(D t+le ] + V
t t t t+l It t

where Vt is the residual term including the original disturbance plus

the first-stage residuals.

___



2. The Implications of Rationality for the Stochastic

Process Generating Deposits in the Inertia Effect Model

Note that in Morrison's model, his predictor at time t for

deposits one period hence (4) is also optimal for the predictor at time

t for n periods forward. Thus at time t

(18) tDt+n = ... = tDt+ = (1-X) XAiDt
i=0

From (3) we see that

(19) xt+ 1 = ar 1 + (Dt+t+Dt+2 )  t+ 1t1llt+l t+ 2 t+l

where t+1Dt+2 is the forecast via (4) at time t+l of deposits at t+2,

i.e., the permenent level of deposits as seen at t+l. Now, for an

autoregressive forecasting scheme such as (4), it can be shown that

t+l D t + j + 1 = tDt+j+l + gut+

A D12/
where ut+1 

= Dt+1 - tDt+l and g is a constant. But at time t, the

forecast of the forecast error tut+l = 0. Thus, at time t the forecast

of t+1Dt+2 is simply tDt+2 . Therefore, according to Morrison's fore-

casting scheme (18) and (19) imply that

txt+l t t+l'

i.e., that forecasts of excess reserves one period in the future should

depend only on forecasts of interest rates one period in the future.

Under rationality (19) becomes

(19') xt+1 = rt+l + [Dt+l - E(Dt+2 t+l )  t+l"

The regression of xt+1 on some subset of information 62t e t c 6t+l is

thus
- 19 -

L
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E[xt+1 802 t] = aE[r t+1e 2 t] + BE{[Dt+i - E(Dt+ 2 IOt+1)]I0 2 t}

+ E[Et+1 O 2 t].

While we discussed the problems of assuming E[EtlOt] = 0, we have not

ruled out assuming E[FtI6t- 1 ] = 0. Using this assumption and noting

that E[E(Dt+2 et+) I 2 t ] = E[Dt+ 2 1 t], we now have

(20) E[xt+1 le 2 t] = aE[rt+lle 2 t] + B[E(Dt+1 6 2 t) - E(Dt+ 2le 2 t].

In Morrision's model, the second term on the right in (20), forecasts at

time t of transitory deposits at t+l, tTDt+l , will be 0, even if TD t # 0.

This version of the model therefore implies that

(21) E[xt+1 162 t] = aE[rt+l e1 2 t ] ,

i.e., that these two regressions differ by the constant a. This impli-

cation may be tested by merely computing the regressions and testing for

proportionality.

It is important to note that in general we would not expect

the equality

(22) E[Dt+ 1 1e 2 t] = E[Dt+ 2 162 t]

to hold. Consequently, the interesting issue to consider at this point

is the set of conditions on the sequence Dt under which the geometrically

declining lag forecasting scheme will be a rational scheme with the

resulting conditions (22) and (21).

First, we see that in order to have forecasts of Dt+l depend

only on current and lagged values of the same variable, we are imposing

the condition that

L
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Dt+ = E[Dt+ IDt Dt-, ... , D , 3t] = E[Dt+1 IDt, Dt l

St+l t+ t t- t-k' 3t t+l t -1'

... , Dtk]

where 63t consists of all observations on all variables in 02t except

current and lagged values of deposits. This condition amounts to saying

that Dt+1 is exogenous with respect to all of the elements of 0 3t. Thus

if we knew what variables economic theory implies are reasonable 
ones to

include in 
6 2t, we could test the above proposition directly by calcu-

lating the two regressions and testing for zero coefficients on the

components of 
0 3t.

Next, we note that in view of (4) or (18) we may posit that Dt

follows a scheme

Dt+ = (l-X) C AD ,+ut+l
i=0

where u t+l is assumed to be a normally distributed random term with

finite mean and variance and which obeys the relation E[ut+1 t ] = 0.

Note that in particular we are assuming that u t is a serially uncorrelated

random term. Taking the expectation of Dt+l conditional on 02t then

gives

E[Dt+16 2 t] = (l-x) X D t - i

i=0

as desired. We may rewrite the above expression for Dt as

D = (l- D + u
t (1-AL) t- t

where L is the lag operator such that Lnxt = xt-n and where E[u 62t-] 0.

From this
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D - (-)L D + u
t (1-XL) t t

which gives

(1-L)D t = (l-XL)ut, or

(23) ADt = (l-AL)ut .

Thus, as long as i1X < 1i, this sequence has an autoregressive representa-

tion. On the other hand, the sequence Dt does not have a moving average

representation, although the sequence ADt does possess one. Thus, the

theory predicts that for (4) to be a rational forecasting scheme for Dt ,

ADt must be a stationary process as prescribed in 
(23) and the errors

must not be predictable, given other information. To test this hypothesis,

we may calculate the sample autovariance function and the sample partial

autocorrelation function and then compare these patterns with that

13/
predicted by the theory.3

The crucial aspect of Morrison's theory is that banks' notions

of the stochastic process generating the sequence Dt differ significantly

in different time periods. In particular, the theory says that following

a bank "crisis" period, the value of X increases significantly and the

effective length of the lag in (4) increases, placing much less weight

on the current observation of Dt than in "normal" or precrisis periods.

Morrison interprets this increase in X as a crisis induced drop in the

speed of adjustment coefficient in the adaptive expectations formulation,

hence the descriptive label "inertia effect." He tests this notion in

his model by comparing the estimates of A for "normal periods" only with

the estimates obtained over the entire period between 1921 and 1952,

including both crisis and noncrisis periods. The imposition of rationality
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suggests that an appropriate testing procedure would be to examine, in

view of the relationship (20), the actual sequences Dt over various

subperiods. Use of the covariagram and sample partial autocorrelation

function over subperiods should provide us with some insight into not

only the validity of (23) but also the validity of the notion that the

14/
stochastic process generating Dt actually changed following crises.-

15/
As a final note, the inertia effect theory says that-

"the normal state of affairs is that from the point

of view of bank expectations, the bank's current level of

deposit-creating potential...and their long run, expected,

or 'permanent' level of deposit potential do not diverge

widely, because the expected level is rapidly revised to

recognize changes in the current level."

As a limiting case, this statement would seem to imply that in normal

periods the relation between Dt and E[Dt+eI0t] holds approximately as an

equality. This amounts to saying that in normal periods the sequence Dt

follows a martingale or that in (23) X = 0. Morrison never really

implies that he believes a = 0 exactly in any normal periods, and his

regression tests suggest that indeed a is not zero for the periods he

examined. Nevertheless, examination of the spectral density function of

ADt in various subperiods will provide a test of this limiting implication

of the theory. In particular, if Morrison's theory is correct, the

series ADt should be considerably "whiter" in normal periods than in

post-crisis periods.
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14/Morrison did make some subperiod tests by determining the A

value which maximized the simple correlation between the excess reserve

ratio and either transitory potential deposits or expected deposit

potential. He was primarily concerned with biases in the estimates of X

due to measurement errors in the common variables appearing in the

correlated ratios. He interpreted his results as tending to confirm the

notion that X increased in post-crisis periods. While these results may

be indicative of and consistent with the notion that the process govern-

ing Dt and D changed over these subperiods, the tests still did not
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